
I Love to See the Temple Call and Response 
Activity Instructions: 

1. At the beginning of primary, start by reviewing the first verse of I Love to See the Temple.  

2. Introduce the activity by trying a simple call and response, such as “To infinity…”  
3. Create 2-3 teams and explain that each group will be competing to see which team can win the most call 

and response cards.  

4. Once teams are created, read aloud one call and response word strip randomly. Teams must raise their 

hand when they are certain they can repeat the second part of the phrase. It is up to your discretion which 

team raised their hand first.  

5. If a team answers the call and response correctly, give them the word strip for that round.  

6. Continue providing the “call” and waiting for the response until you’ve finished both verses! Count up the 

word strips for both teams and announce a winner!  

Extension Ideas: 

• If you aren’t ready to make it a competition, tape up a few call and response word strips to the board at 

one time. While you sing, invite children to come up and fill in the response.  

• Add in some fun call and response word strips to the mix. You might choose to do some fun word strips 

from a Disney song or musical. You could even choose to use some primary songs you learned earlier in 

the year!  

• Give each class a set of their own call and response word strips. Give each class a marker to fill out the 

word strips. Compete to see which class finishes their word strips first!  

 

I Love to See the Temple Hand Claps 
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I Love to See the Temple Call and Response 
 

I love to see the temple 

 

To feel the Holy Spirit   

 

For the temple is a house of God  

 

I’ll prepare myself while I am young 

 

I love to see the temple 

 

I’ll covenant with my Father  

 

For the temple is a holy place  

 

As a child of God I’ve learned this truth:  


